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made
in 
the
shade
surprisingly set within a tropical oasis, a  
couple’s portland home is reinvented for a life 
of cooking, entertaining and outdoor living. 
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Jim thompson silk frames the greenery outside 
the living room window. the custom daybed from 
mad furniture wears beacon hill mohair from nest 
and bolsters in a colony jacquard velvet. made 
goods’ occasional table from bedford brown and 
a vaughan lamp complete the scene. the clients’ 
gilded chair was redressed in china seas fabric.

A
s they started their lives together, david and 
Jennifer arbanas put down roots in portland’s 
alluring dunthorpe neighborhood, in a 1970s 
tudor set on two sprawling acres with a long 
history behind them. active and outgoing, 

david and Jennifer soon became friends with their 
neighbors; their kids all grew up together and could walk  
to school. upon becoming retired empty nesters, though, 
the couple wanted to freshen their home to better suit  
their new phase of life. wine enthusiasts who love to cook 
and entertain, they are also big fans of indoor-outdoor 
living, so it was of utmost importance for their house to 
embrace its surroundings.

in fact, upon glancing into their yard, you might wonder 
if you’re still in oregon. the lush grounds, complete with 
swaying palm trees, more likely evoke an island paradise. 
“many people don’t realize that a lot of tropical-looking 
plants really thrive here,” says rick serazin, the couple’s 
landscape designer for years, who infused the gardens 
with musa basjoo, or hardy banana, along with windmill 
palms and flowering plants with brightly colored blooms. 
“your personal gardens should be inspiring, and Jennifer 
and david were open to having this bold, not-at-all 
traditional garden.” serazin also persuaded the couple to 
replace their tennis courts with a swimming pool, and he 
incorporated the existing 80-year-old stone walls and

walkways into his design. “the property was part of a 
larger estate that was laid out in the 1920s, so there are 
fragments of a historic setting, which i love,” he says.

without question, the spectacular grounds provided 
much of the inspiration for the home’s interior redesign.  
“we wanted to create a fresh, airy palette that allowed the 
lush greenery to glow through the windows—something 
elegant and sophisticated but not stuffy,” says designer 
Joelle c. nesen, who worked on the project with senior 
designer lucy a. roland. the two suggested bringing the 
home’s bright, multihued spaces down to neutrals, infused  
with rich colors pulled from nature that are strong and 
contrasting yet still serene. “by reducing the amount of 
color in the house, your eye just flows through everything, 
right out to the scenery,” nesen explains.

nesen and roland collaborated with the couple’s 
longtime builders, brothers brian bohrer and Jeff bohrer. 
they completely gutted the backside of the house—
including the kitchen, living room, media room, dining 
room and office area—down to the studs. a chief goal 
was to create spaces that would work for how david and 
Jennifer truly live. Just as serazin questioned whether they 
might get more use out of a pool than tennis courts, the 
design team pondered the livability of the interior spaces. 
“there was a small office, and it wasn’t functional,” nesen 
says. “the couple really entertains, so we thought, ‘let’s 
make this an amazing bar.’ ” the custom cabinetry is fully 
outfitted, including a dishwasher with a china setting 
to wash fine glassware, and the doorway to the bar area 
was expanded from 5 to 9 feet in width to encourage flow 
during parties and make it feel more integrated with the 
family room yet still be its own entity. “i love working with 
clients when they’ve lived in a house for a long time,” brian 
bohrer says. “you know how they’ve lived in that house, 
and when their lifestyle changes, you get to build around 
how they’re going to live in the next phase.” 

that was especially important in the kitchen, which 
was custom-designed for the owners in every way. their 
big wish list of appliances—a large range, a wine cooler, 
a built-in espresso machine, a warming drawer and two 
dishwashers—had to fit into a relatively small footprint. “it 
took us a while to maneuver and manipulate so it wouldn’t 
look like a room crammed with appliances,” nesen says of 
the ultimately bright, airy space. 

the builders conducted a major foundation repair to 
correct a sloped floor in the kitchen, and they laser-leveled 
and refloated the ceiling six times to ensure that it was 
perfectly flat and integrated with the cabinets. every detail 
was agonized over by the design team, from cabinet layout to 
how the custom banquette integrates with the windowsill. “we 
asked ourselves, when you sit there, with your back to the 
windowsill, are you comfortable?” brian bohrer recalls. “we 
had to make sure that those elements would work.”

“WE WANTED TO 
CREATE A FRESH, 

AIRY PALETTE 
THAT ALLOWED 

THE LUSH 
GREENERY TO 

GLOW THROUGH 
THE WINDOWS.” 

-JOELLE C. NESEN



above: the kitchen boasts cabinetry by pilgrim’s custom cabinets and 
construction. a hickory chair stool pulls up to an island with two freezer drawers 
and a microwave drawer. the moldings were handcrafted by the builders’ 
woodworking company using a 1930s picture mold as inspiration, and box beams 
were added to the ceiling for volume and interest. miele, wolf and sub-Zero 
appliances are from eastbank contractor appliance.

left: in the breakfast area, an extra-deep banquette was incorporated to 
create a lounge-like respite for lingering over the newspaper. the cushions are 
upholstered in a durable indoor-outdoor perennials fabric that the couple can 
put their feet up on. together with mcguire chairs from baker, the banquette hugs 
a custom table by hbb studio beneath light fixtures by the urban electric co.
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the backyard evokes a 
tropical island getaway. 
from the pool, basalt steps 
lead to a pergola covered in 
concord grape vines. the 
stairs are flanked by golden 
thread-branch cypress. beds 
of Japanese forest grass 
and iresine are punctuated 
by hibiscus moscheutos and 
orange punch canna lilies. 

in the main living spaces, french doors maximize views 
of the grounds, and original overscaled furniture was 
replaced with pieces that have cleaner lines but still offer 
comfort. many of the new furnishings are custom, and 
although the palette is subdued, there are dashes of color 
and texture—in upholstery, in the couple’s art collection 
and in wallcoverings of grass cloth or ethnic prints that 
dovetail with the bali-esque glamour of the outdoor 
spaces. “all of the color in the house was spicy and warm,” 
nesen says. “we wanted to use cooler tones paired with 
richer darks for more drama.”

the home is now an idyllic locale for either relaxing on 
a sunday or hosting large affairs. the interiors have an 
elegant ease, and as guests flow out into the yard, the 
sensory delights only continue. “we added some large 
beds to the existing lawn to break up the space and make 
it a strolling garden, so people could grab a glass of wine, 
go for a walk and see different things that you wouldn’t 
be able to see from any one vantage point,” serazin says. 
“and we used different aromatic plants, so especially in the 
summer, as you’re wandering in the garden, you’re delighted 
with fragrances from all directions.”  



The bar features custom 
cabinetry painted by Balzer 
Painting with a high-gloss 
automotive-finish paint, and 
Classic Brass knobs and 
Colonial Bronze pulls from 
Chown Hardware. The faucet 
was custom-plated by Palm 
Springs Plating, and the light 
fixture is by Charles Loomis 
Lighting. The carpet is from 
Kush Handmade Rugs.

below left: in the dining room, mey fern wallpaper 
by nina campbell, from the dixon group, lends 
an island vibe in homage to the home’s tropical 
landscaping. the dining table belonged to the 

homeowners, as did the chairs, which were 
recovered in a fabric by Jim thompson, purchased 
at trammell-gagné. the stylish crystal chandelier is 

by vaughan, also from the dixon group.

below right: tabletop items await to entertain in the 
bar area, set against a backsplash of glimmering 

pyrite subway tile in gold polished by ann sacks. 
the tiles were installed by hawthorne tile. 
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landscape designer rick serazin notes that there are a lot of plants with a tropical 
aesthetic that thrive in portland. in this vein, groupings of musa basjoo sway poolside, 
while caliente orange geraniums provide splashes of vibrant color. 

above: the inviting pool, built 
by neptune swimming pool 
co., adds to the landscape’s 
tropical resort vibe. the 
outdoor furnishings belonged 
to the homeowners.

left: a stone path leads 
through the gardens, 
revealing secret spots 
along the way that aren’t 
visible from the house. the 
walkway is lushly colored by 
grasses and flowering plants 
such as chinese astilbe and 
new guinea impatiens. 


